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ADDENDA TO LAMS-573

6 JanuaFy 1949

Figures 4 and 9, not included previously in

this report but referred to on page 19 herein as being a

future LAMS-573A, have been put In their proper place

at the end of this report.
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A TEN CHANNEL PULSE-HEIGHT A1..A:;Y2ER..— — —.. — ...-—

Abstract

This report describes an electronic device for

recording voltage pulses according to their various ,nmplitudos,

Tho pulses are sorted into ten amplitude intervals so that

ten points of a diffmontial bias curve am obtainod

simultaneously. Pulses can bo handled at rates up to 12,000

per minute. Provision is made for examining a completo

distribution curve in large intervals or for examin~.ngtho

fine structuro of a distribution
.
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A TEN CHANNEL PUISE-HEIGHT ANALY~

Advancements in the technique of nuclear research have

made it possible to obtain ml~.chsignificant data from the shape,

S5.ZC,and distribution of voltage pulses. The apparatus described

heie ~.~ designed to inCrease tllaspeed and reliability with which

lnforrnationconcerning the distribution in height of voltage

yllses may be obtained.

The ten channel pulse-height analyzer separates

pulses according to their voltage amplitudes into 9 channels of

fiefinitevoltage width, the tenth channel giving an indication of

the number of pulses with

the first 9 channels, In

count of the total number

amplitudes too great to fall within

addition, it provides an independent

of pulses received, to enable a check

of the operation of the analyzer to be made.

Previous methods of pulse-height discrimination have

required weeks to obtain an amount of data sufficiently large to be

statistically significant. This long period of time enabled factors

influencing the results to vary appreciably. One of the procedures

1 whereby all pulses over aemployed a simple voltage discriminator

certain voltage were recorded. The triggering voltage could be

shifted over a predetermined range. If consecutive sets of data are

—.—.—— ———

1 See LAMS410
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taken over equal time intervals and with equ%l incremen*”sof,.

voltage, a curie of.the amplitude,d.istributionOf
.’

obtained. Such a methcd assumes that thf?average

uniform and that any amplifier employed rqtains a....!

over a l’ongperiod of the.

the.pulse”bis

cotiti~’ rate

constaxit‘gain

ED

is

.
Another method makes use of the single channel p~=e-

2 T~i~ device recorded all p~sgs betwggn IlaI’’rOWkei:ht analyzer .

~~c.!:Ca:ell~its,.rejecting pulses above and below this channe”l.

Py taking con3e.cutivereadings with the maximum limit of one

~ei~tingrreplacedby the mintium limit of the followi~

an amplitude distribution curve was obtained,?

An ‘extensionof this method produ$q.da ~n

p@e.heigh.t ~nalyzer,— which was composed of 10 simple. . .-

connected by circuit= which permitted only the channel

~ak of the pulse to count. The pulses coming from an

detector through a pulse amplifier, however, remain at
.

maxtium amplitude for Only a short timej PerhaPs a few

reading, -

.(ihan?le.l

,’
disc?irnititori

containing the

electrical

their

.
microseconds.

This device was so designed that the discrimination and counting all

tcok place in this relatively shmt time, which was not ~ufficlentlY
,,

long to allow the various components to reach a stable condit~~ri. ‘

The result was greater speed in taking data but less reliable

operation.

, The ten channel pulse-height @nalyzem.,tobe descrfbed,.

makes use of lllock-in!!discriminators and,additional delayed p~ses
.

.,.,....... ‘--.-..”-”-,.,.-,. ,......-,-,..‘.
2 See .Los.A&&osTe-cKnical series, Vol. .,1,:ec, ~.5°~ . ‘,.

.

@
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which allow the separat:ing’.and.c.ountingofpulses to be done with
.

the circuit in a stable state.. This.modification produces more..

reliable op6ration with no loss in speed of taking data.. The

counting rate, amplifier gain-and other possible variables must

still remain practically constant during a given run, but the time

involved is so much shorter than before that this condition is not*,

SJ 5iffic’dt to fl.il-fill..

Inl?igure 1

analyzer.. The analyzer

3a Mrdel 100 amplifier-.

isshown a block diagram of the complete

is designed:to operate in conjunction with

The 6AC7 cathode follower output of the

re:-ilarModel 100 amplifi.ex’:has been replaced by a 6AG7, with the

.

cabhode resistor reduced from 10k to 5k., The additional drivingpower

is necessitated by the large input capacitance of the analyzer.

The input signal of the analyzer connects directly to

ten ~tlock--in~l”discriminatorswhose bias settings inCrease

progressively from discriminator #1 to #lO.. A large variety of

biases is available to provide a means for shifting the position of

the voltage-spread covered by the complete se% of channels over its

zage ‘of150 volts. The biases are”taken from a series oflresist~s
,-

tap~dt at equal intervals.,,

taps determines the voltage

. .. irrlividualchannel-width is

,! of 2 volts, 5 volts~ ad 10

through#9 is a~mimately

ch_a_~.l””countimg‘allpulses

..
,.., .,-

The voltage imcreme~t between consecutive

width of the separate chawelst.’ The

selected from the three possible val~?

volts: Each of the channels from #l
..;:

the same number of volts wide; the surx- ,,--

too large to fall in the other chavelss

. . .-..-.. .—.---- —-----—

3 See Los Alsmos Tedn5cd SeF5@s-f%--~ ijI&M8

uNcLL5s\t\kD
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All the discriminators that-expWience a vo~tage pulse

sufficiently”large to trigger themt fiib to Q quasi-stable state in

which position they lock, The anti~coinc~d~tick’’cl$cu~%s,Fi@re 1,

receive signals from the channels they connect in mx?h a way that a
,..,,.

condition of unbalandb id set up in ebch cha”nhelexce~t the one that
,,,,,.,. *,’,$;,”

contained the peak of the input pulsb’.‘Aftera fixed delay, dtii~.,.

which time,the circuit reaches a stable dtate”;the pulse-for-rn~hg

channel supplies to eachof the anti-coincidence circuits a tlregister~ng

pulset?Which allows the channel with the balanced condition to

reglste+ a counk. tie-half m~bkdseoond later th~ pblae-forming

channei supplies & second ptils%,‘calle~the ‘tfedet~blse’l,which

relbasea the lock on tliediscriminatdb; returning them to the

stable position. The ~rlncip~e advantages of hh$~ng the discriminator

lock afier each pulse are that a definite dead time for the machine

is defined, and that the circuit is ti a stabie state when the

actual registering is acdomplidheti:

Channels #1 thrbugh % have a scale of 8 preceding the

register driver stage to reduce the counting rate imposed upon the

mechanical register. The total channelusos a scale of 32, and the

surplus, or #10 channel, a scale of 16. The ?)RESETIIbutton is

provided to return all the scalers to their original positions,

extinguishing all interpolator lights. The !ICOUNT-STOPI1switch

enables one to start and stop the counting simultaneously in all

channels without removing the source of pulses. In the IICOUNTI1

position the registering pulse is applied to the regular circuit.

In the WTOP’t position the registering pulse is not applied to the

..—
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circuit, but is fed into a

and use of the reset pulse

6

dummy load which permits the formation

only. Discriminators continue to be

triggered and reset, but no counts are recorded.

The principle of op~ration of the anticoincidence device

consists in having a plate load resistor of a tube shunted by

two triodes (tube T-12, Figure 3). If thes~ triodes are conducting

they effectively short circuit the plate load resistor of the 6SHI’

tube, A pulse impressed upon the grid of the 6SH7 tube will then

not result in a very large output puke. If the triodes are cut off,

a high pl~ load impedance is presented and a large output pulse

occurs for an input pulse impressed upon the grid,

The anticoincidence is obtained by connecting the grids

of the triodes to two separate channels such that if one charnel is

operated by the incoming pulses

are cut off, This gives a high

output pulse. If both channels

but the other is not, both triodos

plate imp~dance and results in an

are actuated then onc trj.odebecomes

conducting and no output pulse is obtained.

The pulses to the grids of these triodes are obtained

from the output of the discrim~nators described.

We

three possible

may consider that two adjacent channels may have

states: a~ tht neither channel was operated by

a pulse, b. that only one channQl was operated by a pulse, and

c. that both channels may have been oporated by a pulse.

On this basis let us consider the oporation of tho

circuit. This can best be done by reference to Figure 3. ht us

consider the operation of the analyzer for an amplified pulse, the

.. ‘A3!EW--=---’=” ““--””
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., peak of which falls into channel #2. As soon as the pulse triggers

the discriminator (T-8 and T-9) of channel #2, the plate 0F$=8

rises in potential, raising the grid potential of the left half

of &ll. This half of~-11 then begins to conduct, and draws a

sufficiently large amount of current ir”the common cathode resistor

to raise the cathode potential of~-8 and~-$1 to cutoff, The left

half of~-11 continues to conduct, locking ~-8 and~-g in the autoff

state, If the lock were not releasedby an external pulse, it would

remain’in this state for approximately 60 microseconds.

A positive step wave is thus produced on the plate of

&9, Inasmuch as channel #l is operated by all the pulses, a

positive step wave is produced in a like manner on the plate of~-9

of this channel. The pulse from this channel is d;.fferentiatodand

applied to the grid of a cathode follower~-5 in the total channel.—.

The right half of~-5 is the cathode follower. The left half is

used as a diode restorer to remove the negative pulse produced when

.
.-

1

2-9 in channel #1 returns to the

. pulse from the ,cathodeof Z-5 in
....

mid ofQ=l in thegulse~fo~m~ng

blocking oscillator;$-2; in the

conducting position. The positive

the total channel is impressed on the
.

channe1. This tiiggers the fir@t

pulhe-foilningchahnel; whose cathode

kpsdamce ii a 10 rn~crosecohddelay line tapped at 2L5j ~j and 10

midrosedohda, T~d po~it~ve pul~e &W the tap OR the delay line

. triggers a second blocking oscillator, the left half of~-4 in the

pulse-forming channel, which has a 0.5 microsecond delay #$ne in its

cathode. The registering pulse is obtained from the cathode of this

.

———— -——.
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second blocking oscillator; that is, before the pulse enters the 0.5

microsecond delay line. Since a registering pulse is obtained for each

pulse triggering channel #l, this pulse is applied to the grid of~-6

in the total channel where it is amplified and used to drive the scalers4

of the total channel. Th@ registering pulse proceeds along the 0.5

microsecond delay line in the pulse forming channel to the grid of

the right half ofT_-4. From the cathode it emerges as the reset

pulse. The bias for the two blocking oscillators is taken from a

cathode follower, the left half of I-3, which provides a constant

bias from a low impedance source, allowing the blocking oscillators

to recover quickly.

We have asmxned that none of the discriminators above

channel #2 have triggered because of the biases, so only the anti-

coincidence circuit connecting channels #2 and #3 is in the second

possible state. The left grid of~-12 in channel #2 is at a larga

negative potential with respect to its cathode potential of about ~30C!

volts, since the left plate of~-11 decreased in potential when the

left half of~-11 began to conduct. In channel #3, which has not been

triggered, th~ plate of~-9 is in its stablo (least positive) state.

The right grid of~-12 in channel #2 is directly couplod to thu

plate of~-$1, and this grid is at a large negative potential with

respect to its cathode.

.. ———-..————————

4 See Los Alamos Technical Seriesj Vol. 1, Sec.
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Since both grids of 2-12 of channel #2 are now biased to cutoff,

this tube is a high impedance and any current drawn by ~-13 will

flow through the resistor from +300V tb the cathode of~-12; ~hilb

negative pulse on the cathodeof Z-X2 which serves to trigger the

first scaler stage (SL1) of channel #2 (see Figure 5a, 5b far

circuit diagrams of scalers). The reset pulse is applied to the

right grid of~-11 in each channel one-half microsecond later. This

positive pulse causes the potentials of the right plates of ~-1.1,

and also the plates of~-9 of the channels that are conducting,

to decrease. The left grids of~-11 are driven b;ymd cutoff,

releasing the locks and resetting the discriminators.

After eight pulses have entered the scaler stages, a

negative pulse is impressed on the left grid of Z-14 of channel #2.

The lefi plate then rises to+200 volte, producing a positive pulse

on the right grid of Z-14 which actuates the register.

Let us consider next what would have happened if channel#3

had triggered. The plate voltage of~-9 in channel #2 wbuld have

risen as we have seen and, therefore, the potential of the right grid

of&12 of channel #2 would be very nearly equal to its cathode

potential since it is coupled directly to~-9 of channel #3. The
.

left grid of~-12 in channel #2 would be at a large negative potential

. with resp6ct to its cathode as described previously. Since the right

grid of~-12 in channel #2 would not be biased beyond cutoff when the registering.

*
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.-
pulse is applied to the igid of ~-13 i?? :haw~l f?j y? w1! as @..flj

/ the other channels, Z-12 offers a very low $rq@ance to the qurren~

drawn ~~-,13, so very little current would flow t~ough the
b

resistor from+300 to the cathode””of~-12. The pulse thus foned “

tis about one-tenth the amplitude of the pulse produced when ~-12

.

.

.-

,,
offe’rsa high impedance, and

Channels #1 through#3 would

is keady’for another pulse.

The operation of

the first scaler

then be reset as

each channel from

same. Since “theoperation of any one channel,

possible by a signal &om the channel with the

1

Would not be triggered.

before and the analyzer

#2 through #9 is the

however, is made

next largest bias,

channel #10 is modified to terminate the anti-coinc;..dencecircuits.

Both grids of&12 in channel #10 are tied together as shown in Figure 3.

If discriminator#10 is not triggered, the potential of both grids

of~-12 is very close to the cathode potential and a very small pulse is

impressed on the scaler. If discriminator#10 is triggered,both grids

of~-12 are at a large negative potential with respect to the cathode
,,

and a pulse sufficiently large to trigger the seal= (SN1) is produced.

The channel is reset in the same manner as the others.

The nesd for the time delay between the input pulse and

the registering pulse is now e~ident. The input pulse must have time

to reach its maximum valw and return to a value less than that required

to trigger the first discriminator before the reset pulse occurs. If

any discriminator still experiences a signal large enough to trigger

it when the’rehei pulse occurs, this channel will be reset only

momentarily, returning to the triggered position QS sooh ab tlidreset

pulse passes. This will produce another registering pulse and another

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
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reset pulsej causing some pulses to be recorded at least twice.

The ideal pulse would be one which rose to its

maximum value and then dropped suddenly to zero. The delay

line ptise sha&r5 most nearly provides this sha~. The amplifier,

therefore, includes such a device.

The length of the pulse produced by the delay-l~e

pulse shaper will determine the necessary delay between the

beginning of the pulse and the application of the registering

pulse. Delays of 2.5, 5, and 10 microseconds are available in

positions 1, 2, and 3, respectively, of S-3, Figure 3. The ehmtest

time that will allow the pulse to return to a value less than that

required to trigger discriminate #l is the proper delay, far then

the overall resolving time is a minimum. If the counting rate is kept

below 200 counts per second, with no more than 100 counts falling in any

one channel, the error due to counting losses is less than 0.1%. Counts

will be lost only when two pulses falling into different channels are lGSS

than 6 microseconds apartj or when two pulses in the same channel are

separated by less than 30 microseconds. The first limitation is imposed

by the first 6SN7 scaler unit in the total channel, and the second

limitation by the first &3L7 scaler unit in each of the regular channels.

The number of scaling units required d~pends upon the

permissible counting rate and the type of register selected. The

. Model 300 analyzer employs the

Production Instrument Company.

.— -—

llMercuryRegisterffmanufactured by

A reliable countir.~rote for this

maximum

the

-.

5 See Los Alamo- Technical Series, Vol. I, Sec. 3.2-2
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register is 15 counts per second. The scaling factors of 32, 16,

and 8 for the total, surplus, and regular channels respectively,

reduce the maximum permissible counting rate to values below 15

counts per second.

When some previously unexamined group of pulses is

under consideration, it is necessary to determine the approximate

amplitudes and distribution before some particular group can be

examined. This cursory examination is made with the 10 volt channol-

width. Closer examination may then be made with the 5 or 2 volt

channel-widths. Referring to Figure 6, with S-1 in position 1, S-4

in open position and S-5 in position ‘tONtl?a current of 10 milliamperes flows

through the resistor network. H?nce, with S-2 in poeition 1, the values

of the bias voltages relative to ground are -10, -20, .... -100 volts.

The entire sequence is made more negative in 10 volt steps by

advancing the position of S-2. The maximum possible bias available for

discriminator #10 is -150 volts. The effect of changing the position

of S-2 is that of taking resistance from one side of the bias

resistors and adding an equal amount to the other side.

The proper gain setting fm? the Model 100 amplifier

must be determined before more accurate data is attempted; If many

pulses with amplified amplitudes

permitted, grid current is drawn

will be shifted. To avoid this,

amplified height of 150 volts or

greater than ~150 volts are

in the discriminator and the biases

the number of pulses with an

more must be kept b~low 1%. Set

S-1 and S-2 of Figure 8 to position 5 with S-4 in open position. The

bias applied to discriminator #10 is then -150 volts, and the gain

of the amplifier is adjusted so that no more than 1

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
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are falling into the

must not be exceeded

consideration.

13

surplus, or #10 channel. Thisgain setting

for analyzing the particul-arPUI.SCSunder

Advancing S-1 to position 2 doubles the resistance

of the network and thus halves the current through the resistors.

This reduces the difference between the biases of successive

discriminators to 5 volts. S-1 and S-2 act together to change

the position of the entire sequence. The 2 volt channele are

obtained by shunting the bias resistors with the proper

resistur to create a 2-volt drop across each one. closing s-l+

connects the

potential of

are given in

8hunt, with S-1 and S-2 still serving to shift the

the entire set of channels. All possible bias combination

Figure 7a and Figure 7b. WithS-k closed and S-1 in

position 1, the channels are approximately 8 volts wide. Since there

is little advantage in such a channel width over the 10-volt width, the

portion of the charts representing this combination]of switch settings

is msrked, “DO not use in this regionn.

When S-5 is in position ‘OFF!!,the regular bias is

remuved and all discriminators have the same bias of approximately -10

Volta. This condition is used to aid in adjusting the ~tZEROSETrl

control provided with each discriminator, since all or none

of the discrimtiators should trigger when the circuit is supplied

with test pulses of adjustable

The adjustment and

accomplished by the use of the

amplitude.

testing of the analyzer is

Model 100 sliding pulse generator.

6 See the Los Alamos Technical Series, Vol. 1, Sec. 6.2-1
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The amplitude”of thefise is set manually so that the ~dper
.*,.,,..., ..

oporat~on of the individual channels is ascerta~ned.. Then+the,..,,

generator is used to ’fioduceperiodically recurring p@sep whose

amplitudes 316wly”increase in a linear fashion with re?pect to

t.ime.to.some predetermined value, then decrease to zero$ This)

.operatiqnrepeats itself automatically as many times as desired.,.

With the exception of the surplti channel, eachchannel should
.

recei-vethe same nuinberof pulses fur each excursion of the sliding
. .

pulse generatoi?~ I* is impossible to set the cha.pne~eexaetly”
..

the spqe, so d~sc~iipanciesmust be expected. For most app~ications~

v.ariations.of,10% inthk ch’a~el widths are not excessive. The

equality of channel-widths and the’overall operatiqn may-be : “
.. J

checked at the same tfie, for the number of @lse.s recorded in

the total chassis equals the sum of the counts in all the other.
. .

channelsexactly when all components are functioning properly... ,.,..
When the analyzer is in constant use, it is.a,dvistilec

to check its operation daily in the manner ~eviously descr@ed~ “

If a real-functionoccurs, it is usually observed as a difference..

between the total count and the am of the par@. Very often tti ‘
. .

sources of such ’~tirror are the scaler units. It is poss”ible.for

.
an unbalanced scaler to miss one or more pulses completely. And,. . ...,.

it is.popsible fora slightly imbalance scqler to feed,.p@ses .
,,, J .

through.w$+bout scaling;-so%hat one pulse is recmded astwok ,’ ‘A‘..,,...“#... .
Since tq$s action’tiy occ”&iri-any of the c@mel~’inGluding,tbe ‘

t’,

totalcha,~el,-it-is:sornetimes‘difficultto determi~e:where,the.:-
...-. ‘ ,.,.,

troublc+,lies.The~probabiiity of occurrence,$ofsuch impr,q~r ‘ . ‘
.,;

operationrnay be’r@duced considerably by careful construction of

., .,,.,. .J

.,, .,. ”.. -lam-.,,--
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. .
the scaler units, using components with

-’ Occasionally, it is evident

that the channel-widths of two adjacent

5% tolerance ranges.

over a period of several days

channels are drifting in

opposite directions. The drift of

precludes that an adjacent channel

one channel in any one direction

suet change in the opposite

direction, since there can be no overlapping of channel-widths.

The cause of the drift in channel width is usually o ~ie~k or aging

discriminator tube.

Duplication of data may be obtained consistently when *

the limits

determined

of probable error are recognized. It has been

experimentally that a discriminator of the type used

here does not always trigger on exactly the same size pulse, the

necessary height varying about 0.2 volts. When usi~ 10-volt

channel widths, this introduces an uncertainty of 2%, for 2-volt

channel widths an uncertainty of 10%. Greater significance may
._

be attached to any set of data taken with the analyzer if a check

on the channel widthe is made with the sliding pulse generator, for

then the channels,may be weighted and the error due to unequal

channel widths is reduced. This procedure also ennbles apparent

discrepancies between sets of similar data to be reconciled.

The usefulness of the analyzer has been C’xtendedby

making it possible to admit for discrimination only tlios~pulses

containing certain desirable information or those conforming to

certain predetermined’standards. A device must first be built

which will cause only those pulses with the desirable characteristics

,.

.
:..”,

.—— .2. -.. .
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to produce a positivetriggering pulse.. Then the Circuit of Figure,8

. .

.

is used to gate the registering pulse”of the”’analyzer. The~~08itive

triggering pulse is applied to the grid pf..~-lin the gating c~ssis,~

The.univibratory~-2, is flipped to!its quasi=h+able state, produding

a long negative gate on the left @id Qf &3, ~ The lei% half of !J-3,

~evio~sly conducting is cut off, aliowi~ the”’pkte to rise i“n

potential about 10 volts. .Whenthe positive ‘register_izig-@lse is

formed; it is i~etited, amplified by~=4 aridimpre~sed on the right

grid of ~-3. -Both‘sides”of~-3 are cut $-offfor the chliationof the

original registering pulse and a positive pulse of approxititely 40

v~lts ~tipli.tudeis prodtied on the plates of 2.-3. Thinsgated

registering pulse is applied to the c-ircuit-froma cathode follower,

right half of T-4, in place of the normwl regist”erlngpulse. The

time constant of the ‘univ”ibratoris.chosen td’fallowtheire-stiptionof

the stable stateshcg-tly after the occurrence of the fi@gistering

pulse● If, however, no triggering pulse is produced’l& the pulse-

selecting apparatus, no negative gatb is ap’plied”to the Iefti&id

@T-3 and the registering pulse producesaboti ‘a-lO*olt ‘tP@t...-

Thi& is much too small to actuate”the‘anticoincidencecticuits in

the .amlyzer ~ Figure 9 shows typical wave shapes for the gating circuit.

The original registbringpulse has not been alter,ed,so it carries

on as USW1, producing a reset pulse at the proper time. Although

the channels may be”tmiggered And reset .rnanytimes; only when a

particular type of pulse’occursdoe-s the analyzer ra~kd.

The izainpower supply is a’+300;’-l5O_volt re@lated

SUDDIV. for which the circuit is zivenin FitzurbIQ.’ Tho~300 SU@lY
~~

—- .........-
Ul!?$l@_”~:~-’mm::::T=

m?.: .;”””7?,?--~

r.= –-” , —

~!!!!!----___,,.:~v,.--~., ...,

,,,
“,, , ,.

.’
-: yw,,?,-,

.,
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is designed to de.live@50 rn.illiamperesjthe -150 supply; 20@’”
,,, .. *A.: %<

miU.iamperes.,A -f-250yolt supply 1s obtained by usl& ~&as. 44,

a cathode follower-with its grid potential set by’a V-;ltage

-divider across the~300 volt supply. An added feature’is a device
. .

-?oreffectively rernwing the~300 volts in the event t~t th: -15~-

VOlt supply should.fail. Rem.pvalof the bias flromthe various
. .,.

.,
tubes would allow the pas~ge of currents sufficiently laf’ge. .

to damage tubes and other components. The left half of z-6 is
,-.

cut off d~in~ noimal operation by a voltage taken fr~ a bleeder
,.

between the~300 and -150-volt supplies. A failure in the bias

. suppJy will allow the potential

rise towa~ds ,grouqdpotential,
-,

to oonduct, its p~te decreases. .,.

.
of the grid of ~-6 to begin to

.. .
As soon as’this half of T-6 begins
.,
to a very low positi;e potential,

causing the grids of the regulator tubes~ I-2 through ~-5~ tO do.,,
,.

likqwisei .The,reg~at.ortubes then’o~~~r a“’’v~ryfiighimpedance

and the+300 volts ia reduced very nesrly to zero...-,.,.... ,.

The filament power is supplied ‘& seven”6.3-volt, 10-
. ... -

ampere filament transformers, mo~ted on “asepara-techas’si~~n SUCh

a,way as to keep the leads as short as possible. A sec~nd advantage
. ,.

of using separate filament transformers is that part of the ~ilaments

are operated at+300 volts and part at ground.
r..,.

,. .,, .
Extrem@y poor regulation of the line voltage at the.

,.
place Of o~rati~ necessitated the addition “ofone more suPPIYc... ., ,.

The antico,~ci~ence tubes In each chassis had their ‘platdstied to

the~~50.:xo$~

reductions i,n

.

,.

umegulated side of the~300-volt suPPIY* Gge

lin~ voltage, about 20 volts~’wo~uced ~eliable

-.—.
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o’perati”onof the anticoincidence ,circuits. To prevent this, a+l50-

vblt, moderately well regulatedsup@y ~s f:ioatedabove th6i-300-,

volt supply. For ordinary operaticm this.supply is unnecessary.

.
The analyzerlssufficiently complex that it is

important to design the physical layoutto provide reqdy

access to al~ points of the various circuits, while the circuit is

in bperatim.~ Furthermae9.theefit~ec~%cui?dissiPa~srnwe

than one kilowatt”bf”power,so that a co?@ruction of an oPen tYPe

is desi$able. Both of these requirements aremet if closely

associate’d>parts-df’the circuit”are bui~t.on long, relatively

narrow stkips o~ metal; which Ean be mounted vertically across a

wide relay rack.- The’-M&lel309aqalyze~ has all the canponents

mounted in thisvertical position, ~~Ithas been found that the

power suppliesrequire.~actically no servicing at.all,.so the
,.,

next model will have the power supplies mounted in the’customary

h6riz’ontaltinner.

Tb.re

could be pfoduced;

,,

is little d~ub? but that a qtipler ales@

which would suf.fiti,e.forl~wer count,ingrates

and straight-forwardamplitude discr@i~tion: However, the

present model was ’designedtiobe as fast, as flexible,:an$las

reliable as possible. The ~tiision for clamping the discrtiinators

makes’”for

and reset

greaterreliability ,and

pulses,makes for greater

the availability of the registering

flexibility.

,, ----------- ,,-.
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F3.~ures 4 and 9 were not corfipleted at the

time this report was issued. These f’i~u.resare illus -

trative.

h;hen the figures are completed by the author?,

,.:<1,$,
.,,

.,,
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